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ON MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS TAKING THE SAME

VALUES AT THE SAME POINTS

BY CHUNG-CHUN YANG1

Introduction. It was shown in [1] that if two non-constant polynomials
p(z) and q(z) in the complex plane have the same set of zeros and the same
set of preimages of 1 (without counting the multiplicity), then p(z) = q(z). Clearly
it is not true for the class of all meromorphic functions. For instance, func-
tions ez, e~z have the same preimages of values 0, 1, and —1. In this note we
shall study the forms of two functions in a restricted class of transcendental
meromorphic functions when they have the same preimage sets of 1 and 0.
The class of meromorphic functions F which we are going to consider are all
the transcendental meromorphic functions / of the form :

where a is an entire function of finite order, and μα and μ2 are meromorphic
functions with their orders pμι and pμz, respectively, less than that of ea(μ1(z)Έ£
0, μ2(^)^constant). More precisely, we assume that ρμι and pμz are less than
k if a(z) is a polynomial of degree k, and pμι and ρμ2 can be any finite quanti-
ties if a(z) is a transcendental entire function (since in this case the order of
ea is infinite (see [2, p. 53]). We shall call a meromorphic function μ(z) a de-
ficient function of f(z) if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied :

(A) T(r, μ(zfi=o{T(r, /(*)} , as r-oo

where T(r, g) denotes the Nevanlinna characteristic function of g

(B) 3(0,/

where δ(0, h) is the Nevanlinna deficiency of the function h at value 0.
Then we have the following lemma which is a particular case of a result

of Nevanlinna (see [4, p. 76]).

LEMMA 1. Let h(z) be a meromorphic function and a(z) an entire function.
Suppose that the following condition is held :

(C) T(r, h)=o(T(r, O) > as r— oo .
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Then the function h(z)ea™ has no other deficient functions than two constant
functions 0 and oo.

Remark: For any /e=F we have N(r, (l/F))~(l+0(l))T(r, /), as r—0. As
an immediate application of this lemma we have the following theorem which
will be used repeatedly in the proof of our results.

THEOREM 1. Let hλ(z) and h2(z) (^ constant) be two meromorphic functions
of finite order satisfying condition (C) and a(z) be an entire function^.constant.
If the exponent of convergence of zeros of h^+hz is less than the order of ea,
then we must have h^Q.

We shall also need the following result essentially due to G. Hiromi and
M. Ozawa [3].

LEMMA 2. Let α0(z), a^z), —, an(z) and gλ(z\ g2(z\ —,gn(z) be entire func-
tions. Suppose that

(1) T(r, α,(z))=o(Σ T(r, β«)) , j=0, 1, 2, -, n .
1=1

If the identity

holds, then there is an identity

where clt i—\, 2, •••, n are constants that are not all zero.

We now proceed to state and prove our results.

THEOREM 2. Suppose that /eF, g^F, and that f and g have the same
preimage sets of the values cl and c2 with c^cz respectively. Then either f=g or

and

l-λ(z) l-λ(z)

where λ(z) is a meromorphic function of finite order satisfying T(r, λ)=o(T(r, g))
or o(T(r, ea}} and a is an entire function, h is a meromorphic function of finite
order satisfying

T(r, -Jk)=0(T(r, g)) as r-oo .

Proof. First of all, for each /e=F, wa have /(^μι(^K
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(2) T(r, μι)+T(r, μύ=o(T(r, O) , as r->co .

Next we are going to show that, for any constant c and any f^F, the expon-
ent of convergence of the multiple roots of the equation f—c=0 is finite. It is
clear that the multiple roots of the equation f—c=Q are the common roots of
the following system of equations:

(3)
lμι

Here we note that the miltiplicities of these common roots are one less than
those of the multiple roots of the equation f(z)—c=Q. It is easy to see, from
the above system equation, that the multiple roots of the equation f(z)—c=Q
are no other than those of the roots of the following equation :

This cannot be an identity. For otherwise, by rewriting the equation we would
have

. μ2'(z)

or

After integration we get

(7)

where a is a constant. This will violate the inequality (2). Therefore, we con-
clude that equation (4) is not an identity and hence the zeros (counting multi-
plicity) of equation (4) coincide with the zeros of the following function

(8) Λ(z) = (μ2(z)-c)(μ1\z)+μ1(z^(z^-μ1(z}μ2

/(z).

Since all the orders of μ2 (so is μ2'), μi (so is μ/) and a (so is af} are finite,
it follows that the order of A(z) is also finite. This also proves the assertion
that the exponents of convergence of the multiple roots of the equation f—c—^
is finite. Now let g(z}=λ1(z)eβ(z:>+λ2(z'). Then the above analysis indicates that
both the exponent of convergence of the multiple roots of the equations /— c— 0
and g— c=Q are finite. From this and noting that the exponents of the poles
of / and g are finite, we have

g(z)-cί

and
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where hλ and /ι2 are meromorphic functions of finite order and 7^ and γ2 are
two entire functions.

Here we note that the functions a and β are either polynomials of the same
degree or transcendental entire functions of the same order. In fact, they
satisfy T(r, O~T(r, e?) or equivalently T(r, /)~T(r, #).

Equations (9) and (10) can be rewritten as

(11) (

and

(12) (

respectively. Subtracting (12) from (11) we obtain

(13) ^-^^(/i^-/^)^^
or

(14) ^-^^/j^^^ni+^^^-^gri-^^^^-^^^)^.
Since the order of the porduct of two meromorphic functions is less than or
equal to the larger order of the two functions, it follows that the orders of the
functions h^lt Λι(Λ2— c2), h^—c^, and /ιΛ are finite. Going back to identity
(14), we shall treat the following two cases separately:

Case (i) β is transcendent entire.
Case (ii) β is a polynomial.
Suppose that Case (i) occurs. In this case the following two subcases may

arise :
Subcase (il) all the exponentials of equation (14) are polynomials.
Subcase (12) not all the exponentials of equation (14) are polynomials.
Clearly, subcase (il) is ruled out right away, because it means that β+jΊ,

Tι, β+Tz> and ?2 are all polynomials. It follows that β itself must be a poly-
nomial, giving a contradiction. Suppose that subcase (i2) holds. Then Lemma
2 is applicable, therefore there exist constants alt a2, as, and α4 that are not all
zero such that

(15) αAΛ^+n+α2/*ι(Λ-^n+^^

Next we assume that one of {at}\=li is not zero. (The case ^=0 will be
treated later.) Then from above we have

(16) αι== a2(λ2— d) c-8 ash2 grg_r ι a4h2(λ2— c2) ^-n-^
ΛI hi hiλi

We shall consider subcase (i) az=Q and subcase (ii) α2^0 separately. Suppose
subcase (i) holds, that is α^O and α2— 0. Then identity (16) becomes
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(17) fll=er.

Since e"'3 is of infinite order while (α4Λ2(^2— ̂ /Wi) and α8(Λ2/Λι) are meromor-
phic functions of finite order by virtue of Theorem 1, we have to conclude that
α4=0. (Hence α3^0, otherwise it would lead to the conclusion that α^O, a
contradiction). Thus we have

(18) — ̂ -=e^-nJ^- .

From this and taking the quotient of two expressions (9) and (10) we get

where a=—(a1/aa). Thus we have the following identity:

(20) fg—c2g—c1f+c1c2=afg—ac1g—ac2f+aclct

or

(21) d-a)fg-(c1 i-ac2)f=(c2-ac1)g+(a-l)c1c2 .

Hence

(22) fLd-a}g-(c1-ac2)-]=(c2-ac1)g+(a-l}c1c2.

We claim α=l. If aΦ\, then from the above identity we have

(23)

according to the remark after Lemma 1 and Nevanlinna's first fundamental
theorem. On the other hand,

This, inequality (23), and identity (22) lead to a contradiction. Therefore we
must have a=l. Identity (19) becomes

g-Ci ~ g-c2 '

It follows that f=g. Now suppose subcase (ii) holds, that is, α^O and α2^0.
Then Lemma 2 is applicable to identity (16). Therefore there exist three con-
stants bi, b2, and bs that are not all zero such that

(26) b,(λ? — C ι ) ^β i b2hz er»-rι [ bzh2(λ2 — C2) £r*-n-8 — Q t
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This yields

β b2h2Ί

^ j .

In the first place, we note that bl cannot be zero because if it were so, then it
would yield b2=Q and 63=0, giving a contradiction. Now the exponent of con-
vergence of zeros of the left hand side of equation (27) is finite while on the
right hand side it is infinite unless bz= 0 or ^3=0. Suppose that b2=Q. Then
identity (27) becomes

C2) -

or

(28)

Hence erz~Tl is a function of finite order. Substituting identity (28) into identity
(16) we get

(29) flι=*-Y-
I

By virtue of Theorem 1 and noting that

(3Q) H(z)— °2^2 Cl ^

is a function of finite order, we conclude that H(z}=Q. Hence

„ _ flA Λr*-n

or

We thus come back to the previously proved case (i.e., subcase (i)).
Now suppose that £3— 0. Then identity (27) becomes

(32)

Substituting this into identity (16) we get

or

(33) βlΞβn-

According to Theorem 1 we have to conclude that a4—Q and hence
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(34) *r2~nTΓ

where

From this and by exactly the same argument used in the subcase (i), we
will arrive at the same conclusion that f=g. This also completes the proof of
the case a^O. Now we consider the case that a1=Q in equation (16). We
shall treat case (a) α^O and α4=0, and case (b) aλ— 0 and α4^0, separately.
We shall first show that the former case will lead to a contradiction. Suppose
that case (a) holds. In this case we have from equation (16) that

Jh—eβerz-n= 02(^2-- cQ

From this it follows that β+γ2— ΊΞΞ polynomial. Now, rewriting equation (9)
as

(35) μιe"+μt-cί=hίλ1eP+κ+hί(λ1ί-c1)en ,

multiplying er*~*ri on both sides of (35) we obtain

(36) μ^+^ri+^-^^ri^/^

Clearly γ2— γι can't be a polynomial, since β+γ2—Tι is a polynomial and β is
assumed to be transcendental. Suppose neither a+γ2— 2/Ί nor γ2— 2γl is a
polynomial. Then, according to lemma 2, there exist constants dlf d2, and ds,
not all zero such that

or

(37) dιJMιββ+rfί(Λ

It is easy to verify that the above identity is possible only if dz=0 and a
polynomial. Let ea~rι=k, then (36) becomes

or

(38) (^-^/i^cA)^2^1^-^-^
Again, according to lemma 2, we conclude that a necessary condition for (38)
to be held is γ2—2γι= polynomial, giving a contradiction. Thus we must have
either a+γz— 2?^ polynomial or γz—2γλ= polynomial. Suppose that γ2—2γ1=
polynomial. Then from (36) and again by a Borel type of argument, we have

(39) μ^^-^^h^-c^e^'Π

and
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(40) (μt-cl)er*-*KΞΞλlhleP+r*-κ .

From (39) and (40) we can conclude easily that

a — γ1 = polynomial

and
/3+τΊΞΞ polynomial .

Therefore
α+/3Ξ polynomial .

Then from equation (9) we have

- ? « + ? - c 2 ) ) _
l '

Since μιβa+β/(μ2—c2) and (λ2—c1)/λ1 both are of finite order and β is transcendental,
we can conclude from equation (41) that

otherwise h1(=(μ2—c2)/λ1) could not be of finite order. Therefore we have
γι= — β Similarly, we can derive γ2=—β from equation (10). Then γl— γ2=Q
contradicts the fact that /Ί— /-^polynomial, which we remarked after equation
(36). Now we treat the case that α+f2— 2^ = polynomial. From (36), by using
BoreΓs argument, we derive

and

Hence

(42)

and

(43)

It follows from (43) that jl is a polynomial and hence from (42) that

a—βΞΞ polynomial .

This will lead to a contradiction as we did in the case a-\-β= polynomial. Thus
we have ruled out the case (a). Now suppose case (b) holds, that is, aλ— 0,
dtΦQ. Then from equation (16), we can conclude that as=Q (since it can be
shown earily that α2^0). Thus equation (16) becomes

or
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p . — — ~
h ~~ n (1 r \ —A\Z) 'n1 U^ΛZ—CZ)

We note here that λ(z) is a meromorphic function of finite order. From this
and taking the quotient of (9) and (10), we obtain

(44)

Hence

fS— cj— c2g+ c1c2=λ(fg- c,g- c2f+ dc

or

(45)

The case that λ=l will lead to a contradiction by Λ2^constant. Thus we con-
sider the case that λ^l. In this case, we rewrite equation (45) as

(46)

We conclude from this that

(47) g(l-X)-(Cl-c,X)=her ,

where γ is an entire function and h is a meromorphic function satisfying

N(r,±-)=o(T(r,g» as r-*oo .

Otherwise, the left-hand of equation (46) would have many more zeros than that
on the right hand side. The fact that h is of finite order comes from the form
of functions in F. It follows that

c2λ ,
l-λ

Substituting the form of g in (38), we get the form (i) for /.
As to the other cases, such as α2^0 (or flι=0), α3^0 (or α3— 0), or α4^0 (or

α4=0), they can be treated in exactly the same manner as we did in the cases
α^O and ^=0, and will lead to similar conclusions.

Thus we have completed the analysis of all the possible situations which
may arise in case (i) that is when β is transcendental entire.

Finally, we must treat case (ii) that β is a polynomial. However, it is clear
that whatever situations may arise in this case, they can be handled by exactly
the same arguments which we used in the proof of case (i). It is noted that
in case (i) we used the fact eβ is a function of infinite order and hence cannot
have any meromorphic functions of finite order other than the constant func-
tions 0 and oo as its deficient functions. And in case (ii), by hypothesis, eβ

has an order greater than that of any of those functions: h^, Λι(Λ 2— cj, hzλ2

and h2(λ2~cz} which appeared in the identity (16). Therefore, in case (ii), Lemma
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2 and Theorem 1 again are applicable and we shall obtain similar conclusions.
We leave the details and verifications to the reader. Hence the proof of
Theorem 2 is complete.

Remark. Professor Ozawa provided the following example:
Let

f,^- e* 2 1 e-*2 e*
JW- e*_ι e —^ϊ and 8- ^=T~+7^T'

then /eF, g^F and they have the same preimage sets of the values 0 and 1
respectively.

It seems plausible that Theorem 2 is still valid for the class of all meromor-
phic functions / of the form /—μι£α+μ2 satisfying

T(r, μι)+T(r, μJ=oT(r, e«),

as r—»oo with μ2^constant and μ^Q. That is, μ1 and μz can be meromorphic
functions of infinite order.
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